CAN I USE MARIJUANA IN VERMONT?
START

(after July 1, 2018)

yes

Are you in a
public place?

Are you
over 21?

no

you cannot be in a
public place

you must be
over 21

no

yes

yes

no

Are you driving a
motor vehicle?

Are you riding
in a motor
vehicle?

no

yes

like alcohol, you cannot
drive or have an “open
container” in the
passenger area

yes

Are you
at work?

no
Have you been convicted
of selling marijuana, or
selling any drug to a minor
or at a school?

yes
possession may
be illegal

no
yes

any families who
send children must
be aware of any use
on the property;
you cannot grow it

Are you at a child
care facility?

no

you cannot have
in a child care
facility (indoors or
outdoors)

Do you live at a
home that provides
child care?

yes

no
Are you pregnant or
nursing?
marijuana can interact
with mediations and
increase risks associated
with all of these

yes

you may be able
to legally use
marijuana*

Do you have
depression, anxiety,
schizophrenia or PTSD?

no

it is most likely illegal on
campus; marijuana can
make concentrating and
studying more difficult;
possession could make you
lose federal student loans

use is not
recommended and
may be unsafe for
the baby

no
yes

Are you worried
about becoming
dependent/addicted?

no
yes

Do you go to college/
tech school/etc.?

your work likely has
a policy against use
– check if unsure

yes

9% of users will become
dependent and up to
30% of users may have
some degree of
marijuana use disorder
(drugabuse.gov)

Are you aware of the
risks?

you cannot extract
with butane or
hexane unless you
are authorized by
the state

yes
no

Do you plan to extract
via butane or hexane?

yes

yes

Do you have less than
an ounce in your
possession?

no

no

no
possession is
learn more about the
Do you live in an
your landlord must give
limited to one
risks,
for
extensive
list:
apartment?
written permission to use
ounce, two
no
yes
nationalacademies.org/
or grow in an apartment
mature and four
CannabisHealthEffects
immature plants
*Disclaimer: This is not an exhaustive list, it may still be illegal or unsafe for you to possess and use marijuana. Federal law still prohibits all use, sale or possession
of marijuana. This is not legal advice. I am not a lawyer. This is purely for informational purposes regarding Act 86, a Vermont bill that pertains only to Vermont and
has no bearing on federal law. Learn more about Partners for Prevention: facebook.com/partnersforprevention

